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Case Study – Palm Valley Academy, St. Johns County K-8 School “KK”
2135 Palm Valley Road, Ponte Vedra, FL 32081

Objectives
The rapidly growing Nocatee community in St. John’s County, Fla., needed to expand its educational facilities to accommodate
the increasing number of school-aged children in the area. Palm Valley Academy, a kindergarten through 8th grade school,
was approved and scheduled to welcome children for the 2018-2019 school year. JAX Mechanical, a subsidiary of JAX
Refrigeration, based in Jacksonville, Fla., worked with Charles Perry Partners, Inc. (CPPI) to provide the heating, ventilation
and HVAC systems for the 190,000-square-foot, tilt-panel building. The project spanned two years.

Project Facts
 Funded 100% by the ½ cent tax increase

 32 employees on site, at peak

 Included: chillers, chilled water & glycol piping, ice
storage tanks, AHU, EFs and split systems

 Over 15,000 project man-hours worked without a
safety recordable incident

 121,000 pounds of ductwork

 Utilized fab shop for prefabrication of Aquatherm
piping and pipe stands

 Hundreds of openings, pre-coordinated and laid out
in the tilt-up walls

 Utilized PlanGrid for drawings, RFIs, ASIs, etc.
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Custom Approach
JAX Mechanical self-performed roughly 80% of
labor on the project. This scope of work included
the installation of two 225-ton air-cooled chillers,
292-ton ice storage capacity, glycol and chilled
water piping systems with highly sophisticated
digital control systems, and 11 air-handling units
including all associated supply, return and exhaust
ductwork systems.
The construction area had atypical on-site conditions
consisting of excessive mud, dirt and dust. The lowlying geographic location of the school also had to be given special consideration during planning. The suburban area of
Nocatee is very particular about its buildings’ architecture and JAX Mechanical had to ensure any visible elements adhered
to Nocatee’s aesthetic standards.
The school system also had special needs that JAX Mechanical needed to accommodate. Working hand-in-hand with
Certified Controls, JAX Mechanical ensured Palm Valley Academy received a state-of-the-art control and monitoring system.
They selected an automatic logic system using digital controls, which allowed control of the entire school’s temperature
sensors to be routed to an onsite workstation with outside monitoring capabilities. Instead of individual thermostats,
temperature sensors were installed in each area to ensure the system operated at maximum efficiency and human error
was minimized.

Challenges
JAX Mechanical had to overcome the challenge of existing on-site conditions, which made it difficult to transport
materials and heavy equipment on and off the jobsite, as well as delays caused by other subcontractors. Early delays
for concrete and steel erection were significant, pushing the schedule just over three months behind. JAX Mechanical
had to increase manpower and work long hours to finish their own elements on time.
Then, in 2017, Hurricane Irma hit the northeast coast of Florida, completely flooding the job site and requiring all
workers to be pulled off the site for three more weeks as the area drained and debris was cleaned up. Pushing forward,
JAX Mechanical refused to sacrifice productivity, adding more supervision to the increased work force to ensure product
quality. Fielding roughly four separate teams, the superintendent worked in conjunction with team foremen to manage
different floors and wings simultaneously. To do so effectively, and with the least amount of confusion, JAX Mechanical
used technological innovation to keep project details current and its multiple teams on the same page.
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Synopsis
Beyond the construction, JAX Mechanical went outside the traditional scope of work to help develop coordination
drawings to the benefit other subcontractors and provide the client cost-saving options at every turn. The large-scale
project, while already unique to JAX Mechanical’s typical project size, was still able to be handled in-house despite
the delays.
The Palm Valley Academy project is a stellar example of how JAX Mechanical overcame extensive project delays,
detrimental on-site conditions and special requirements to deliver a product that was on schedule and full of innovative
solutions for the client’s immediate and long-term benefits.
Innovations in materials, scheduling and energy cost integrations make this project a standout example of JAX
Mechanical’s construction excellence.

Unique Approach
Because of the large scale and work conditions relating to this project, JAX Mechanical sought to extend the remaining
work opportunities to the construction community for the insulation and temperature controls work, as well as always
subbing out test and balance for quality control. Commercial Insulation Company, based in Jacksonville, insulated all
the sheet metal ductwork and piping that was installed by JAX Mechanical. A state-of-the-art temperature control system
was also offered up, and ultimately installed, by Certified Controls in Jacksonville, with whom JAX Mechanical has had a
longstanding and trusted relationship.
JAX Mechanical Designs Project Drawings
JAX Mechanical’s first value-added services came at the very beginning of the project. Prior to sending the order for parts
to be fabricated, JAX Mechanical’s multi-faceted, in-house design team processed shop drawings for the installation. These
drawings were submitted and ultimately became the coordination drawings for all other subcontractors on the project. In
addition, the project was an owner-direct purchase (ODP). JAX Mechanical worked diligently to oversee the procurement
of the materials and coordinate the tax-free billing with the municipally funded owner – a task that takes an experienced
and knowledgeable team.
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JAX Mechanical Use of PlanGrid
Computer-aided software, PlanGrid, was installed via apps on tablets to ensure that the installers could check submittals,
drawings and prints in the field, in real time, to ensure the highest quality. All JAX Mechanical employees had been specially
trained on the software so the as-built updates became a living document. This eliminated any potential confusion or outof-date information as the project’s timeline was compressed and accelerated. Proactive thinking and training like this is
what keeps the JAX Mechanical team on the cutting edge of installation excellence.
JAX Mechanical Selection of Aquatherm Piping
JAX Mechanical’s innovation extended to the selection of internal system elements and materials as well. Knowing the
school would need to minimize maintenance and maintenance costs while maximizing material longevity, JAX Mechanical
chose features to accomplish both. The team chose Aquatherm piping for the new chill water and glycol systems. Because
the pipes had to run underground and be brought up to each wing of the building, Aquatherm’s non-corrosive construction,
as well as 40-year guarantee, made it a superior choice to the standard carbon steel. The electrofusion-welded joins and
minimal water treatment requirements would give the school an indefinite life span, saving money long-term.
JAX Mechanical Installs Cost Saving Process
JAX Mechanical also installed an ice plant system for the school’s chillers. The nonstop Florida sun beats down on outside
equipment, and the subsequent energy costs can be brutal. With the ice plant system, the chillers run at night, making
ice. Then, during the day, they circulate the ice through the heat exchangers, leaving the chillers at rest. This cost-saving
energy-efficient method was integrated to give the school even more financial benefits over time.
From planning, through execution, and long after the project was complete, JAX Mechanical provided the technology,
products and manpower to deliver award-winning service to its clients. JAX Mechanical, and the entire JAX Refrigeration
company, strives to design the best system combinations, treating every system like a custom system. It is here that JAX
Mechanical and the Palm Valley Academy project received the 2018 Excellence in Construction Award.
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